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In Nazi Germany Joseph Goebbel's title was “Minister of Propaganda and 
Public Information”. Identified in the attachment is the IRS's admission of the 
existence of Public Information Officers. Aside from the EXACTNESS in 
names, the IRS officers bear a striking functional resemblance to those of 
Goebbel’s Public Information.  
 
From the attachment, one can ascertain that these IRS PIO's are making 
great strides at the "publicity-side" of enforcement. In a word, this is 
propaganda. Now most people assume propaganda to be connected just with 
lies. However, propaganda can be both truth and lie: the major defining 
element is simply “control” in the interests of furthering some particular 
ideology. Any such control is anti-liberty, anti-freedom, anti-truth, anti-
happiness and lastly anti-American. Any such actions conducted by 
government—no matter what the agenda—is a violation of the trust the 
People placed in government to guarantee a free informational society. 
 

 “Propaganda is ... the deliberate attempt by some individual or group 
to form, control, or alter the attitudes of other groups by the use of 
instruments of communication, with the intention that in any given 
situation the reaction of those so influenced will be that desired by the 
propagandist.” Qualter 

 
Societies that are heavily propagandized are easy to recognize but…bear in 
mind the extent might be subject-specific: 
 
§ For the subject, is the society dominated by largely one viewpoint? 



§ Does the media grant access to an opposing viewpoint on the subject? 
§ Are opposing viewpoints ridiculed? 
§ Is there a vested interest by commercial or money-making entities for 

the propaganda? 
§ Who is the target audience? Most propaganda is largely marketed to 

the masses and ill-informed. 
§ Is government involved with an agenda [e.g. money, control] or policy?  
 

 
Think about this: Goebbel’s aptly defined propaganda as "background music 
for government policy." Propaganda itself is easy to recognize—especially 
when used by government: 
 
§ Does the press release label? Does it target an individual offender of 

its policies? 
§ Does a pamphlet mention “opinions” favorable and no opposing 

viewpoints?  
§ Does the pamphlet or release mention an authority figure using words 

of authority such as Judge or General [aka attorney]? 
§ Does the release invoke FEAR as a means of closing its sale? 
§ Does the release seek compliance for its government slavery policies? 

 
MOTIVE and NEED: In the attached piece take note of several elements. First 
let’s “set the stage” with the example of 35 indictments and 130 open 
criminal investigations for “abusive trusts.” There were far less indictments 
for individual income tax evasion. Now think: 300 Million people in the US. 
From a statistics standpoint one has better odds at getting struck by 
lightning then getting an indictment for tax evasion or an abusive trust. Can 
you see WHY the IRS needs this propaganda? Yet with this few number of 
indictments, is this a national problem? 
 
THE MESSAGE: “A National Compliance Problem”--In section III one can see 
the “strategy” of the propagandists. The focus is not on the individual but 
rather on a “national compliance problem”. It’s: (1) fear that is “recycled” to 
reach those who are “tempted” to stop volunteering and (2) “Public 
Confidence Instilled” amongst the remaining slaves that their slave owners 
are insuring equality of all slaves. 
 
STEERING THE PRESS: In section IV one can see where the reporters are 
“steered” to information regarding convictions. I wonder if this “steering” 
involves verbal conversations with reporters where certain facts are 



distorted. For example in the case of Walt Maken, the newspaper article 
somehow stated Walt was given a 30 year conviction when it was 30 months. 
In all newspaper accounts of convictions I’ve only seen distortions favorable 
to the propagandists. In addition labels such as “tax protestor” that were 
outlawed by usage by government somehow resurface in these articles. 
Could one imagine that these 35 agent-ministers of “information” are above 
such actions when their title is so close to that of Goebbel’s? 
 
MARKETING TO PARTNERS: Perhaps the most hideous aspects of the IRS 
propagandists are visible in the last paragraph of section IV. I’ll highlight 
them: 
 

§ Since when does a department that is supposed to be about Justice 
need to “market” convictions? Is government supposed to be in the 
business of marketing….especially convictions? 

§ To whom do they market? National periodicals and professional tax 
preparers. And who are these parties? Perhaps the most ignorant 
section of the population on tax laws! The courts have stated that 
“…even lawyers have scant knowledge of income tax laws.” So what 
does that say about accountants and tax preparers? Answer: Less 
than scant is a very small amount of knowledge! NOTE: A 
propagandist ALWAYS markets to segment of the population with the 
smallest knowledge. Why? Because they are the easiest to sway with 
a slick presentation such as “Why I must pay taxes.” 

§ Tax Preparers and National periodicals are “PARTNERS” with the IRS! 
No wonder why no press will carry tax honesty papers. Tax preparers 
have an “economic interest” in “SPREADING INFORMATION”. [Hint: If 
these preparers have less than scant knowledge of income tax laws 
then what smelly substance are they really spreading? Manure.]  

 
 
BAR ASSOCATION PART AND PARCEL: Around the last paragraph of page 2 
you will see that “the information [aka propaganda] …would have been useful 
to us in our practice.” 
 
 
After you’ve read the IRS piece highlighting such words as “steering”, 
“spreading”, “partners”, “marketing”, “public confidence”, “strategy”, etc. 
then closely examine these select quotes by Goebbels: 
 



"The effective propagandist must be a master of the art of speech, of writing, 
of journalism, of the poster, and of the leaflet. He must have the gift to use 
the major methods of influencing public opinion such as the press, film, and 
radio to serve his ideas and goals, above all in an age of advancing 
technology." 
 
"Propaganda is a means to an end. Its purpose is to lead the people to an 
understanding that will allow them to willingly and without internal 
resistance devote themselves to the tasks and goals of a superior 
leadership." 
 
"The people should share the concerns and successes of their government. 
Its concerns and successes must therefore be constantly presented and 
hammered into them so that the people will consider the concerns and 
successes of their government to be their concerns and successes." 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 



 



 


